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Learning Objectives:
● Overview of the Pyramid Model
● Building relationships with children
● Creating/teaching clear expectations
● Implementing targeted interventions to students 

who need additional support
● Outcomes from the past year’s hard work
● NACOG Head Start Agency-Wide 

Implementation Outcomes



Collaboration with 
NAU and OCSHSN

The Pyramid Model has been 
implemented with several pilot 
sites through the Institute for 
Human Development at 
Northern Arizona University.  
The project is going into year 5 
and has received funding from 
The Arizona Office for Children 
with Special Health Care 
Needs.



The Pyramid Model: Promoting Social and Emotional 
Competence and Addressing Challenging Behavior

What is the Pyramid Model?
The Pyramid Model is a conceptual 
framework of evidence-based practices for 
promoting young children’s healthy social 
and emotional development.

Who uses the Pyramid Model?
The Pyramid Model provides guidance for:
● early childhood special education 

personnel
● early intervention personnel
● early educators
● families
● other professionals



Why Pyramid Model?
● Preschool teachers report that children’s 

disruptive behavior is the single greatest 
challenge they face. Prevalence of challenging 
behavior in preschool children ranges from 5 – 
33% depending on population 

● Preschool children are three times more likely to 
be expelled than children in K-12

● Severe behavior issues in preschool predict later, 
more significant behavior problems 

● Challenging behavior as a significant training 
need  

● Challenging behavior negatively impacts their 
job satisfaction  



Early Childhood Educators have limited 
access to:

●Training in challenging behavior
●Progress monitoring and data 

decision‐making
● Individualized, systematic instruction
●Experience working as team

○ Intensity and frequency of training and technical 
assistance

○ Need for classroom practice‐based coaching



Key Social Emotional Skills Children Need 
as They Enter School

• Confidence
• Capacity to 

develop good 
relationships with 
peers and adults

• Concentration 
and persistence 
on challenging 
tasks

● Ability to 
effectively 
communicate 
emotions

● Ability to listen to 
instructions and 
be attentive

● Ability to solve 
social problems

What do children do when they don’t have each 
of these skills?



Tom Herner (NASDE President) Counterpoint 1998, p.2

We Teach….

“If a child doesn’t know how to read, we teach.
If a child doesn’t know how to swim, we teach.
If a child doesn’t know how to multiply, we teach.
If a child doesn’t know how to drive, we teach.
If a child doesn’t know how to behave,  
        we……     ……teach?    ……punish?

Why can’t we finish the last sentence as 
automatically as we do the others?”



The Goal of the Pyramid is to Promote 
Children’s Success By:

● Creating an environment where EVERY 
child feels good about coming to school.

● Designing an environment that promotes 
child engagement.

● Focusing on teaching children what TO DO!
○ Teach expectations and routines.
○ Teach skills that children can use in 

place of challenging behaviors.



Effective Workforce

The foundation for all 
of the practices in the 
Pyramid Model are the 
systems and policies 
necessary to ensure a 
workforce able to 
adopt and sustain 
these evidence-based 
practices.



Module 1: Nurturing and Responsive Relationship 
and High Quality Supportive Environments



Think of someone special to you 
and write their name down.

● What made you think 
of this person?

● What did this person 
do that made them 
special to you?





Building Relationships

● Why is it important?

○ Creating a safe environment for 
children

○ Ensuring that all children, even those 
with the most challenging behaviors, 
have access to ongoing positive 
relationships

● How do we build relationships with 
children and their families?

● How do we build relationships with staff?
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Make Expectations Clear

● Tell your child what to do instead of 
what not to do.   

● Clearly and simply state what you 
expect your child to do.

● Have age-appropriate expectations.
● Use age-appropriate language. Young 

children have difficulty with contractions 
(two words that are combined to form 
one, such as “don’t” and “can’t”).



What’s a better WAY to say?

●Stop yelling!

●Don’t throw your toys!

●Stop bothering your sister!

●Stop whining.

●Be good.

●Cut it out.



Make Expectations Clear

● Tell your child what to do instead 
of what not to do.  

● Clearly and simply state what you 
expect your child to do.

● Have age-appropriate 
expectations.

● Use age-appropriate language. 
Young children have difficulty with 
contractions (two words that are 
combined to form one, such as 
“don’t” and “can’t”).















TPOT/TPITOS
● Used to determine how 

well teachers are 
implementing the pyramid

● Meant to be an ongoing 
tool, not a one time event
○ Can be a pre/post 

measure
○ Can supplement other 

tools (e.g., ECERS…)



TPOT/TPITOS
● Three types of items

○ Environmental items (items 1-7) – yes/no 
based on observation

○ Ratings of practices (items 8-22) – ratings 
based on observation and/or teacher report

○ Red Flags (items 23-38) – yes/no based on 
observation



TPOT/TPITOS
● Observations

○ Conducted for a minimum of 2 hours
○ Must observe centers or free play and at least one 

teacher-directed activity
○ Focus on observation is lead teacher’s behavior

● Interviews
○ For those practices that cannot be observed in a 

2-hour observation
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Classroom Essentials



 
 

Joyce and Showers, 2002

Why Coaching? Transfer of Knowledge and Skills
OUTCOMES

(% of Participants who Demonstrate Knowledge, 
Demonstrate new Skills in a Training Setting, 

and Use new Skills in the Classroom)

TRAINING 
COMPONENTS Knowledge Skill Demonstration Use in the 

Classroom

Theory and 
Discussion 10% 5% 0%

..+Demonstration in 
Training 30% 20% 0%

..+Practice & 
Feedback in 

Training
60% 60% 5%

..+Coaching in 
Classroom 95% 95% 95%



 PBC is a cyclical process for supporting 
teachers’ use of effective teaching 
practices that lead to positive outcomes 
for children. The coaching cycle 
components are: 

1. Planning goals and action steps 

2. Engaging in focused observation 

3. Reflecting on and sharing feedback 
about teaching practices 



Module 2: Targeted Social Emotional 
Supports



Emotional Literacy

Emotional literacy is the ability to 
identify, understand, and express 

emotions in a healthy way.

Why teach emotional literacy?



Tips for Promoting Social Interactions

● Arrange materials and classroom environment to 
promote

● Create opportunities for children to interact (think about 
how you position children)

● Promote looking at each other
● Remind to use names and/or physical contact
● If child gets no response, remind to try and try again
● Remind to “play with your friends”
● Give children words/phrases to say



Targeted Social Emotional Supports

● Self regulation
● Expression and Understand 

emotions
● Problem solving, developing social 

relationships
● Explicit instruction
● Increased opportunities for 

instruction, practice, feedback
● Family partnerships
● Progress monitoring and data-based 

decision-making



Teach Me What To Do Instead

● Friendship skills
● Identifying feelings in 

self and others
● Controlling anger and 

impulse
● Problem solving



Problem Solving- English



Problem Solving-Spanish

Problem Solving- Spanish









Module 3: Intensive Intervention/ Positive 
Behavior support



What is Positive Behavior Support?

● A values-based 
approach for 
resolving problem 
behaviors and 
helping people lead 
enhanced lives

● An applied science 
of behavior change



Individualized Positive Behavior Support

● Convene a team
● Conduct functional 

assessment
● Identify hypothesis
● Develop behavior 

support plan for all 
relevant 
environments



Functional Assessment



Behavior Support Plan



Current Goal:



Why Behavior Incident Report (BIRS)?

○ What is the problem 
behavior?

○ When is the behavior 
occurring?

○ Where is the 
behavior occurring?

○ Why is the behavior 
occurring?



What is the problem behavior?



Where is behavior occurring?



When is behavior happening? 



Siler Head Start Parent Night



Conflict

Since August 2021, physical 
aggression has been the most 
prevalent behavior during 
outdoor play between 10 AM 
and 11 AM.



During outdoor play, staff will 
implement the use of 
teacher-led activities, timers for 
turn taking, and increase in 
verbal praise for gentle hands.

Solution



How can parents help?

Please praise gentle hands in your home.



Outcomes
BOQ

○ Establish Leadership Team
○ Staff Buy In
○ Family Involvement
○ Program-wide Expectations
○ Strategies for Teaching 

Expectations
○ All Classrooms Demonstrate 

Adoption of “teaching Pyramid”
○ Procedures for Responding to 

Challenging Behavior
○ Staff Support Plan
○ Monitoring Implementation and 

Outcomes

PreSET
○ Expectations Defined
○ Behavioral Expectations Taught
○ Responses to Appropriate and 

Challenging Behavior
○ Organized and Predictable 

Environment
○ Monitoring and Decision Making
○ Family Involvement
○ Management
○ Program Support



Siler Headstart
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NACOG Head Start’s Agency-Wide 
Implementation  

● 3 Regions in Northern 
Arizona

● One of the largest HS 
regions

● Over 30 sites
● Consists of Head Start, 

Early Head Start, and 
Home-based program

● About 300 staff members
● Approximately 1300 

students



PYRAMID MODEL LEADERSHIP TEAMS

59

Action Planning data showed the 
majority of centers were 
concentrating on two areas.

Benchmarks of Quality

In one year, the 
average 
Pyramid 
Leadership 
Teams went 
from only 
having 12% of 
indicators in 
place to nearly 
50%!





Head Start eDECA DATA

Social emotional skills increased across program!
Children with behavior concerns increased 
from pre to post assessment.



AVERAGE SCORES ACROSS REGIONS
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Resources- Exploration
●Pyramid Model Consortium 

○ https://www.pyramidmodel.org/about-pmc/

●Center for EC Mental Health Consultation 
○ https://www.ecmhc.org/

●National Center for Pyramid Model Innovations 
○ https://challengingbehavior.cbcs.usf.edu/index.html

●Center for Social Emotional Foundation for Early Learning 
○ http://csefel.vanderbilt.edu/

https://www.pyramidmodel.org/about-pmc/
https://www.pyramidmodel.org/about-pmc/
https://www.ecmhc.org/
https://www.ecmhc.org/
https://challengingbehavior.cbcs.usf.edu/resources/index.html
https://challengingbehavior.cbcs.usf.edu/index.html
http://csefel.vanderbilt.edu/
http://csefel.vanderbilt.edu/


Questions?
Please Email US

Korina Callahan M. Ed, BCBA, LBA 
korina@kaibabaz.com
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